ILLUSmATIONS

ABSTRACT
The Wheatland Flats area is an independent geologic entity within · the Laramie River Basin and the North Platte drainage system. 'fhe ground-and surface-water hydrology and agricultural economy of this.· area, however, are tied in closely to the over-all system of storage and distribution of irrigation water throughout the Laramie River Basino !he greatest problem faced by water users on Wheatland Flats is the shortage of water for late-season irrigation during years of low runoff in the Laramie River Basin.
'!'he irrigated lands are situated on four terraces. The terrace deposits are of Quaternary age and consist of.relatively permeable gravel; they rest on an irregular surface of fine -gr~ined Tertiary sediments which have a relatively low permeability and a relatively high porosity. Reconnaissance geologic mapping indicates that the main canals and laterals are in the permeable gravel for a considerable part of their aggregate length. Water is thus lost by percolation and ultimately is discharged as return flow to the natural surface drainageways on and surrounding the flats or is added to storage in the Tertiary sediments.
Unconfined ground water is ~ontained in both the Quaternary gravel and the fine-grained Tertiary sediments; the zones of saturation in these two aquifers are almost everywhere continuous. The zones of saturatiou are recharged by seepage from irrigation, canal losses, and, to a less extent, precipitation. The vastly different hydrologic properties of the two rock un1 ts, together with the irregular deposition of the gravel and the configuration of the Tertiary bedrock surface, have created barriers to uniform ground -water. moveme:nt. As a res.ul t, the water table has risen in some local areas to the extent that waterlogging of the land has occurred and cultivation is no longer feasible.
Both the fine -grained bedrock and the-gravel .terrace and alluvial deposits are utilized as sources of' water supply for domestic and stock use. water in this area. The primary objectives of the study were to determine which stretches of the canals and laterals are seated in permeable materials and to determine the feasibility of a~nting present supplies of irrigation water by pumping from the ground -water reservoir ..
A description of the topography and geology as they relate to groundwater conditions and records of domestic and stock wells drilled in the area are included in this report. The writer was in the area from August 22 to September 15, 1948, and however, rarely is enough water available to insure seasoua.l irrigation for this much land.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
An early report by Smith (1903) thickness from a few feet to 10 feet, and they are poorly to firmly cemented. They appear to be well'stratified on the weathered outcrop;
close inspection reveals marked facies changes within short distances.
•.
The claystone is composed of a silty clay matrix containing grains of fine sand. Tbe mov~nt or water in the terrace deposits is generally northeastward in· the direction of the topographic slope. The irregular Tertiary bedrock surface upon which the unconsolidated materials were deposited results in marked differences in thick.ne.ss of the deposits along the path of ground -water movement and, hence, cbanges in the hydraulic gradient. !hese conditions force the ground water to the surface in places and thus cause the land to become waterlogged. Much of the ground water in the unconsolidated deposits eventually emerges as return ~low into Rock Creek. 
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The depth of the wells that obtain water from the alluvi:um ranges from 8 to 30 feet. Saturated alluvium is a source of recharge to underl7ing
Tertiary rocks.
The all~al fans do not contain permanent zones of saturation.
GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE
The Tertiary rocks ~derlying Wheatland Flats dip gently eastward.
!he structure of the area is not known clearly as it has been complicated by a post-Miocene uplift immediately south:', southeast, and east.
1'he-Brule formation of Oligocene age is exposed at higher elevations just south of the area, a condition that is the result of' faulting or strong dips, or a combination of both. Beds of saudstone, which are believed to occur near the base of the Arikaree sandstone, dip northwestward beneath Wheatland Flats at the southeast corner of the area.
Beds of Arikaree sandstone that crop out a short distance east of Chugwater Creek dip steeply westward. In view of the increase to ground-va.ter storasa resul.tins from the application of' irrigation waters on Wheatland.Fl&ts, it seems advisable to investigate in detail the possibility of' a~tfDI-tbe water supply by additional irrigation pumping from_ wells in areas where critical shortages occur. At the same time the waterlogged condition in some parts of the area mipt be remedied.
A detailed ground-water investigation of the Wheatlaad Flats area would be require~ to determine the feasibility of irrigation from wells.
1'his investigation should include (1) a detailed. inventory of all exist.:. w. .,.. 
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